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Intelligent cargo securing
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Every year, unsecured and disorganised cargo causes damages
amounting to millions, often with
serious consequences.
The patented TANOS®mobil
system secures your cargo and is
light weight, durable and simple to
install.
Crash tests with our system
demonstrated high stability due to
the extremely durable and resilient
components.
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TANOS®mobil can be installed
easily into any vehicle equipped
with a standard bulkhead.
If the vehicle has a ceiling lining,
this must be removed before
assembling the TANOS®mobil
system.
Thanks to simple combination,
the module principle offers you
endless and effective possibilities.
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Installation options
You can easily and comfortably secure
the cargo and professionally organise
it in the vehicle. Initial installation can
be performed with a few easy grips. If
required, the shelf can be completely
removed from the vehicle without any
tools, within a very short time. This is
particularly advantageous if the vehicle
is used variably and when the complete
loading area is needed.
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Adaptor unit with
quick release for
adjustment without
any tools

Adaption to the roof
of the vehicle using
self-adhesive fleece,
velcro mat with an
adaptor, spacer tube
and adaptor unit

Shelves with different
depths and widths
are available and
inclination is possible
by means of the triangulate girder

Location to the floor
of the vehicle using
the self-adhesive
fleece and velcro mat
with an adaptor. A
floor plug-in part and
spacer tube
support the system

Optional accessories
Extend the TANOS®mobil system
with useful complements for load
securing.

Safety strap
Ring nuts and karabiners
for attaching additional cargo to for attaching safety straps or other
the TANOS®mobil shelf system straps

Anti slip mats
for extra security of the cargo
in the shelves

Dividers for L- and U-profiles
for variable division of the shelves

Brace support
for increasing of the load
carrying capacity of the shelf

Cover
for protection of the fleece when
the shelf system has been removed
to use the complete cargo area

Star grip M8
for tool-free, variable positioning
of the dividers

The systainer® product familiy
Get your vehicle organised with the help of the multifunctional transporting, organising and packing system –
the systainer®.
The design of the systainer® product family guarantees
flexible adaption to a variety of needs.
The linkability and combination of all systainer® sizes and
the multifunctional accessories offer numerous application
possibilities.
Lockable strongboxes enable safe, stable and clearly arranged storage of the systainer® in your vehicle.
The removable drawers facilitate quick access to the
contents of the strongbox.
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The configurator
Select your individual vehicle equipment online!
With the help of our TANOS®mobil configurator
you can get the ideal configuration of your reque-
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systainer® I

systainer® II

systainer® III

TANOS®mobil

systainer® IV

systainer® V

Drawersystainer® IV

MAXIsystainer® II+III

Drawersystainer® lII

Extension
frame for
systainer®

Drawersystainer® I

MINIsystainer® I+II

TANOS GmbH
Böttgerstraße 10
D-89231 Neu-Ulm
phone +49(0)731-97 07 6-0
fax
+49(0)731-97 07 6-29
info@TANOSmobil.de
www.TANOSmobil.de
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